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1. IAP Business

The Association launches new interactive mobile friendly website

The International Association for Paratuberculosis launches a new mobile-friendly website. This website is completely hand-coded allowing maximum versatility and utility, and will be the primary mode of interaction with and between the membership.

Below is a brief guide to the public and Member-Only areas of the website. Pay attention on how to login and set your own username and passwords.

This site has not undergone extensive testing and you are likely to encounter some errors. We apologize in advance for any inconvenience any errors create. Please report these errors to the Webmaster. The webmaster’s email address is located on the right bottom of each page. Your support in making this website a success is appreciated.

Be sure to read how to login to the Member-Only Area of the website and how to set your own personal username and password.

These instructions are also available on the website. Navigate to Member Discussions and these instructions can be found under Website Feedback.

WELCOME TO THE WEBSITE OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR PARATUBERCULOSIS

http://www.paratuberculosis.net/

This entire website is html 5.0 & CSS 3.0 compliant and mobile friendly, compatible with all major Desktop browsers (Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Safari, Firefox, Opera) as well as iPad, iPhone, Android, Galaxy, and other mobile devices.

Main page

On the top of the page, you have the main menu which guides you through the main aspects of the website. If on a cell phone, click on the horizontal bar on the upper left of your display to see this main menu. This main menu will be available throughout the website as well as the underlying main header picture which will change depending on the page you visit.
After the top menu and photos, you have a light blue bar, giving you the option to translate the page into another language, the ability to search the entire website (excluding member section) and the welcome message that will change and notify you that you are logged in. If it says “Welcome Guest” rather than your name, you are not logged in.

Below the light blue area, is a brief description of the Association followed by additional menu items, including items included in the top menus. These are:

**About the Association.** Here you have a brief description of the association and 4 major submenus, including a link to Join the Association.

- **Laws & By-Laws.** The complete laws & by-laws of the association including a PDF download link.
- **Current Members.** This lists the Officers and Board of Directors of the Association. It also provides the option to view the entire membership list by name or alphabetically by Country. Only names and the Country are provided.
- **What is paratuberculosis?** A brief introduction to Johne’s disease with a link to the Univ. of Wisconsin for further information.

**Join the Association.** This page contains a description of the advantages and benefits of joining the Association followed by a Signup/Join form. All information requested is required. Upon completion, you will be directed to PayPal where payment can be made with almost any credit cards as well as echecks and other payment methods. Once payment is made, immediate access to the full site is provided.

**Upcoming Events.** A listing of upcoming Association events and links for more information. Includes information and links to upcoming Association Colloquia and other meetings of interest to the Association may be found here.

**Publications.** This is a listing of all available Association publications. Includes the quarterly Paratuberculosis Newsletter. The current Newsletter issue is available only to Members of the Association when logged-in. Once the next issue becomes available, the embargoed Newsletter will go into the publically available archives. All Colloquia proceedings are publically available and the option to purchase old colloquia (non-digitized books) and other material is also available.

**Contact the Association.** Directly contact the Board Member representing your particular country or the Secretary of the Association for membership information or if your country does not have a representative on the Board.
**Member Discussions.** This is an area where Association members discuss current news and events and continue discussions from items listed in the Newsletter. Look at what is being discussed by the experts in their respective fields. If you are a guest visitor, you can view most of these discussions, but only members can start a topic or reply to a discussion. If you are interested in contributing your thoughts, either login or join the Association.

**Resources.** This is an area under development and is intended to provide some resources for non-members. Although expected to be expanded in the future, at present it provides access to journal articles by members of the Association that the members has chosen to give public access. Each member has the ability to provide up to 5 articles. This is a place to provide open access to embargo or other of your publications not readily accessible.

---

**WEBSITE – MEMBER AREA**

http://www.paratuberculosis.net

**Accessing the Association Member Area:**

**Current Members accessing the website for the first time**

*Your passwords and login used on the old website will not work.* To create new login credentials and enter the members-only website, follow these instructions:

1. On top menu (or lower) click on LOGIN.
2. Click on Forgot password.
3. Enter your email address (the one on file with Association) and Submit
4. Follow instructions on screen and in the email
5. Click on the link in the email from the Association with a subject line Update your Membership. If you have to cut & paste the link, insure that the unique identifier is part of the link.
6. When you click on the link, you will be directed to the Membership Update form. This contains a request for all information that is on the join form. Unless you provide all the information requested, you cannot get into the member side of the website. The information you provide will not be made publically available.
7. Complete the form and click UPDATE.
8. When complete you will be directed to the Login page – login with the username and password you created.
Once logged-in, you will be at an entirely different index page. You will know that you are logged in wherever you are on the website, even public areas; your username will always be displayed.

**Homepage (member homepage)**

If you are within 90-days of your dues expiring, you will have a red banner at the top of the page reminding you to renew your dues. The reminder will not go away until you pay your dues. More information below under Dues.

On the Member-Only Homepage, the main image will change as well as the top menu when you are logged in. You now have Home : Members : Events : Discussions : Contact : Publications. The welcome should no longer be guest but be your username with a logout link. Below that you should be 6 sections as described below (plus 2 more you cannot see):

1. **My Profile & Information.** Click on the down arrow and you have a few personal items with a link to “Update My Profile”. Click on that and you get all the information the association has on you. You can update your information and save or cancel and go back. Certain items require subroutines to modify (usernames, passwords, emails, etc.). You can upload your picture to your profile and/or add additional information (viewable only by Members). You can close the window by clicking the up arrow or just leave it open.

2. **My Publications.** Each member can upload 5 scientific articles. Click the down arrow. It probably (should) say “You have no publications on file” and 2 links: “Add publications” and “Edit My Publications”. If you have no publications, going to Edit will give you nothing. Click on Add Publications and you will come to a menu. Follow instructions.

   This is **NOT** a biographical list of select publications. This is for full articles that you would like to make available to the public as well as the membership. If you do not attach an article, it will not be displayed but will count as 1 of your permitted 5.

3. **My Member Discussions.** This will be a listing of all the posts/discussions that you have made in the last 60 days – A reminder of what you have been discussing and to keep you involved. You should have a message that you have not done anything and should get involved. Limited to listing of the 5 latest posts with link to see more.

4. **Latest Association News.** This is the same news that is on the front page. Limited to listing of 5 latest posts with link to see more.
5. **Latest Newsletter Discussions.** As stated, this is a listing of the latest discussions related to articles and/or comments made in the Newsletter within the last 60 days. Limited to listing of the 5 latest posts with link to see more.

6. **Latest Member Discussions.** This is the 5-top latest news of the discussion forum, from any and all topics in the last 30 days. As with others, limited to listing of 5 posts with link to see more.

7. **Board Discussions.** If you are a member of the Board of Directors, there will be a section which will display discussions among the Board of Directors over the last 90-days. If you are not a member of the Board of Directors, you will not see this link.

Below the above section, you have some large menus as you did in the public area. These sections are:

- **Pay Dues.** Here you can pay your dues. If you click on this link, it will tell you when your dues are due.

  Your dues will be renewed for 1-year at the time of your renewal. If you allow your dues to expire, logging-in will redirect you to the Dues Payment page and you will not be able to navigate the member website until your dues are paid. You will also be responsible for paying all arrears which will be calculated by the website.

- **Email notice.** At 90 days, you will receive an email reminding you that your dues are almost due. You will get another email notice at 60 days, at 30 days, and then a final email letting you know that access to the Member Section is now restricted. You can stop these reminders by simply paying your dues.

  There are options to pay multiple years with discounts for multi-year membership payment. You can pay your dues at any time. Regardless of when you pay or for how long, one-year (or multiple) will be added to your current expiration date. Membership now works the same way as a magazine subscription except that if your membership expires you will be required to make up all arrears.

- **Upcoming Events.** This is the same as the Public Side.

- **Publications.** This is similar to the Public Side except for one minor difference. If you view the page while you logged in, everything works and you can download the latest version of the Newsletter and all archives. BUT, if you are not logged in or a guest (non-member), you will not be able to view or download the latest Newsletter version. A “(4-month embargo)” appears instead of the “View Current Issue”. Guests will still be able to view all archives, just not the most current issue. This will automatically switch after 4-months or whenever the next issue appears, whatever comes first.
All available digital Colloquia Proceedings are available here as well as published bound copies of old proceedings and other publications.

**Contact Association Members.** This is the same link as the “Members” link in the top menu.

Here you can find all the information to contact other members or find out about them. You do not need the full last name but something close so search for “chio” will return all members with the term “chio” in their last name.

If you click on “View Member Details” you can see all the information the member has provided the Association including contact information, interests, etc., that the member provided in his/her MyProfile. This information is ONLY available to members. Non-members or members not logged in cannot see or otherwise access this information.

**Member Discussions.** This is identical to what you see on the public side EXCEPT that if you are logged in you can respond to a post, start your own discussion, etc. You will notice that you are logged in by your username in the upper right corner. Also, click on any topic and you will see the ability to click on “New Topic” and clicking on a topic you will see “Post Reply”. All of these features are not visible or available to a non-logged-in guest.

**Member Resources.** This is blank (under construction). This area is available for expansion. Have an idea? Post it in the Discussion Panel under Website Feedback and see if other members agree. If it is an idea that is endorsed by other members, it will be added to the website.

*Give us some feedback on the website*
The growth of knowledge depends entirely upon disagreement (K. Popper)

Ramon A. Juste
President

Since the letter Rod Chiodini published in the last newsletter is fully in the line of thought of the illustrious epistemologist, I do not think that we should start a long controversy in this Newsletter, but that the IAP should take note of those disagreements and act in consequence. However, I think that his questions deserve a short comment to make it clear that the disagreements have been fully taken in consideration.

Honorary Member of the Board of Directors. This status is not defined in the IAP By-Laws and there is no record of creating it as an amendment or otherwise. However, it is certainly an issue that can be discussed by the Governing Board.

Open Access Publication Subsidy. I came up with this idea, explained it and got it approved. I see it more as a statement supporting Open Access publication as a way to spread knowledge. However, not all can afford it and the subsidy may benefit those that have fewer resources. Anyway, it can encourage publishing in research systems that have very tight budgets. It had been discussed within the Governing Board since early 2011. Rules have been changed and published to fix some the initial shortcomings. I still think it is easier and more ethical to give public access to information that has been paid with public funds. Actually, some funding agencies require Open Access publishing of the funded research. Response from busy authors is not always as straightforward as Rod makes it look, especially for researchers without a name.

Graduate Student Grants Program and Committee. I personally do not see this easy to run. I think there are local funding agencies that are covering this ground.

Material and Data presented at any IAP meeting must go with full disclosure. I personally will feel more comfortable with this, but I also understand that there might be commercial interests that some authors need to be protected at a given time.

Creation of a Membership Committee to identify and recruit prospective members. It is a good idea. It might need the effort of some members.

Modification of the fee structure of the Association. The IAP is not a commercial undertaking, I personally am willing to pay a moderate fee to keep it running and not because I want to take advantage of a bargain. I do not think that we will get more people interested in sustaining the association by making discounts. Establishing a date of payment was a
condition for easier management of due collection. That can be now improved with a new dues payment system in the IAP website.

As a consequence, the following proposals will be included both in the next Governing Board and General Meeting:

- To abolish the Open Access Subsidy.
- To establish the Graduate Student Grants Program be placed on the Agenda of the next Executive and General meeting of the Association.
- To create a Graduate Student Grants Program Committee.
- To adapt a policy that all material and data presented at any Meeting of the Association must be presented with full disclosure.
- To create a Membership Committee to identify and recruit prospective members of the Association.
- To re-evaluate the membership fee structure as follows:
  - One year Membership: $50.00
  - Two Year Membership: $90.00
  - Three Year Membership: $120.00
  - One Year Student Membership: $25.00
- To allow to pay fees anytime during the year and run for a full year from the date of payment.
- To forbid to join the Association for the sole purpose of obtaining member pricing for Colloquia.
- To require a delinquent member to pay all dues in arrears when renewing an existing membership.
- To pay a $10.00 late fee for anyone who is more than 60 days in arrears.
13th International Colloquium on Paratuberculosis


Abstract submission deadline is 31st of January 2016

The preliminary programme is online, and registration is open.
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